The first prototype of an adapter to enable left ventricular assist device (LVAD) implantation solely via the left ventricular (LV) apex and without requiring cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB) was tested in healthy and acutely failing pig hearts. The adapter consists of a fixation, blood guiding, and connecting module fitting to a HeartMate 3 (HM3; Abbott, Chicago, IL) pump. Implantation was performed via a left thoracotomy in five pigs (96 ± 18 kg). Invasive blood pressure was measured before (CTRL), 30 minutes after HM3 initiation (HM3_CTRL), during acute heart failure (HF) induced by rapid pacing (CTRL_HF), and 5 minutes after initiating HM3 support (HM3_HF). To further estimate the LVAD performance, blood pressure amplitudes were calculated in the healthy heart without (CTRL) and with HM3 support (HM3_CTRL) as: systolic–diastolic blood pressure. Our adapter implantation and connection to the HM3 pump succeeded in all animals. Compared to the normal beating healthy heart, blood pressure amplitudes were significantly smaller during HM3 support (CTRL: 41 ± 5 mm Hg vs. HM3_CTRL: 20 ± 4 mm Hg; p < 0.05). Under HF conditions, mean blood pressure returned to normal values after pump initiation (CTRL_HF: 29 ± 6 mm Hg, HM3_HF: 83 ± 24 mm Hg). The adapter prototype allowed safe, straightforward, and less-invasive LVAD implantation solely via the LV apex without using CPB and support of the LV during acute HF in the pig heart.
Surgical Technique

The LV apex was punctured through a left thoracotomy and a guidewire was placed in the aorta. The Teflon felt on the fixation module was attached to the LV apex with a 4-0 Prolene suture (Figure 2A). After administering heparin intravenously (IV) (300 I.E./kg), the blood guiding and connecting module (attached to a HM3 pump) were introduced over the guidewire (Figure 2B), attached to the fixation module, and the system was de-aired (Figure 2C).

We measured arterial blood pressure and LV end-diastolic diameters (LVEDDs) before (CTRL) and 30 minutes after HM3 initiation (HM3_CTRL) in the healthy hearts. Then, HM3 flow was stopped, and after inducing heart failure (HF), we acquired another dataset (CTRL_HF). Acute HF was induced via rapid pacing (heart rate >180/min) to achieve a mean systolic blood pressure < 40 mm Hg. Data was assessed five minutes after initiating HM3 support (HM3_HF). As one animal developed refractory ventricular fibrillation, the device was implanted and tested under HF conditions only.

To further estimate the LVAD performance, blood pressure amplitudes were calculated in the healthy heart without (CTRL) and with HM3 support (HM3_CTRL) as: systolic–diastolic blood pressure.

LV end-diastolic diameters with and without HM3 support were compared to the respective control group. All data normality distribution was compared using a paired t-test (SigmaPlot Version 12.5; Systat Software, San Jose, CA).

Results

The implantation procedure and connection to the HM3 pump succeeded in all animals. Mean time from skin incision to HM3 initiation was 86 ± 21 minutes. Blood loss was <300 ml in all animals. Figure 3C displays the indicated HM3 flow rates. After HM3 initiation in the healthy heart (HM3_CTRL) in the HF state (HM3_HF), the indicated HM3 flow rates amounted to 5.2 ± 1.4 L/min and 5.8 ± 1.4 L/min, respectively. Figure 3, A and B show arterial blood pressures and LVEDDs, respectively. LVEDDs were lower with HM3 support (HM3_CTRL) than in the healthy hearts' control state (CTRL). Under HF conditions (CTRL_HF), HM3 initiation (HM3_HF) restored mean arterial blood pressure and was associated with a decrease in LVEDD. Compared to the normal beating healthy heart, blood pressure amplitudes were significantly smaller during HM3 support (CTRL: 41 ± 5 mm Hg vs. HM3_CTRL: 20 ± 4 mm Hg; p < 0.05). We observed no relevant aortic insufficiency at any time. HM3 pump flows were stable during control and heart failure conditions (Figure 3C).
DEVELOPMENT OF A NOVEL ADAPTER TO ENABLE LESS-INVASIVE LVAD IMPLANTATION

Discussion

This study’s principal findings are that: 1) the novel adapter enables safe, less-invasive HM3 implantation without CPB and 2) the measured parameters suggest effective HM3 support in both the healthy and acutely failing pig heart.

LVADs are usually implanted via a full sternotomy using CPB.4 Our adapter was designed to enable a ventricular assist device (VAD) to be implanted solely via the LV apex. Slaughter et al.7 followed a similar strategy: they developed a fully implantable pump located in the LV cavity. Although this pump’s development began around 15 years ago, the device is still not available on the market, possibly due to difficulties in obtaining approval for a new pump design. To avoid having to engage in the complex development of a new pump technique, it was our goal to design an adapter enabling surgeons to use commercially available and clinically approved pumps. Similar to the aforementioned device, the outflow cannula lies across the aortic valve. As we expected from the work by Slaughter et al.7 and our experiences with transvascularly implanted Impella devices (Abiomed, Danvers, MA), we detected no aortic valve insufficiency after device implantation.6 Furthermore, recent experience in bridging a patient with restrictive cardiomyopathy to cardiac transplantation using Impella 5.0/5.5 devices for more than 200 days strengthened this assumption. The explanted heart of this patient showed no structural alteration or thrombus formation at the level of the aortic valve or within other adjunct cardiac structures.

After conventional LVAD implantation, geometric changes (including twists) in the outflow graft have been reported.9 Thanks to our adapter’s design, such complications are unlikely. Compared to conventional LVAD implantation, single-access surgery could reduce operation time, blood loss, and the risk of infection compared to a conventional or even to current concepts of less invasive LVAD implantation by limiting the surgery to a single access limiting surgical access to a single incision at the apex also has the potential to accelerate postoperative recovery and reduce adhesions.

Limitations

Several limitations must be considered. We carried out no analysis of potential embolisms, and our design was not optimized in terms of the blood flow pattern. Computational simulations will be necessary to optimize this design in the future. Furthermore, the current design is bulky and large, which may need modification to facilitate placement in human anatomy. Therefore, currently, we are working on the development of new design prototypes, which will undergo extensive 4D flow simulation models before further longer-term animal experiments are justified. The long-term mechanical passage of the aortic valve comprises possible thromboembolic problems and affection of aortic valve function and structure.

In conclusion, this novel adapter makes a straightforward, safe, and less-invasive LVAD implantation possible without CPB. Preliminary data suggest effective LV support during acute HF in the pig heart. Further device optimization and testing are needed before our device can be introduced onto the market and in clinical practice.
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Figure 3. Hemodynamic measurements and indicated HM3 flow rates: Arterial blood pressure (A) and LVEDDs (B) in the healthy heart (CTRL) and during HM3 support (HM3_CTRL) as well as during acute HF conditions without (CTRL_HF) and during HM3 support (HM3_HF), indicated HM3 flow rates (C) during HM3 support in the healthy heart (HM3_CTRL) and acute HF conditions (HM3_HF, see Methods). HF, heart failure; HM3, HeartMate 3; LVEDD, LV end-diastolic diameter.